
Branded
Need a solution that is distinctly “yours”? Custom-branded 
bezels, faceplates, custom asset tags, branded boxing, 
user guides, and packing slips — it’s all covered. Also, 
since Velasea partners directly with software companies, 
oftentimes we’re the hardware integration arm no one 
knows exists.

OEM
Velasea provides custom-tailored solutions using Tier 
1 OEM hardware manufacturers such as Dell, Lenovo, 
and others. OEM solutions carry the full enterprise level 
support that one would expect from these brands.

Custom
From concept to prototype to scale, Velasea works 
alongside its customers to create the exact product to 
fit the list of needs. Velasea has the ability to leverage 
multiple customization partners to bring these innovative, 
outside-the-box designs to life.

System Design and PrototypingCustomer Support

Builds and Configs Warehouse

PRODUCTS SERVICES

Velasea develops purpose-built, vertical-specific technologies for computer vision, 
physical security, machine learning, AI, HPC, elevated body temp screening, digital 

signage, and digital broadcast. From our 60k square-foot integration facility in Irvine, 
California, we partner with leading ISVs to manufacture custom computer appliances that 

have been tested and validated to suit specific requirements.

OUR EXPERTISE

Appliances

Storage

Networking

Customization

Velasea has a talented team of systems engineers on staff 
to assist with all the phases of even the most challenging 

projects. From presales design/architecture to site 
surveys and white glove installation to long term post-

implementation support, our team does it all.

• VMS and NVR
• AI, Analytics, Computer 

Vision, & HPC Systems
• Workstations
• Access Control
• Digital Signage

• SAN
• NAS
• All Flash
• Cloud
• Hybrid

• Switching & 
Routing

• Firewalls
• Wireless

• Rack and Tower 
Based Systems

• Industrial/
Ruggedized



About Velasea
Velasea is a full-service OEM distributor that handles highly complex integrations 
around physical security, retail analytics, computer vision, high performance 
computing, artificial intelligence (AI), digital signage and digital broadcast, on behalf 
of numerous technology partners and system integrators. Within its ever growing 
portfolio, Velasea takes initiative by also providing contract, OEM, and custom 
computer hardware manufacturing and configuration services. From ultra-compact 
to massive configurations, Velasea successfully provides solutions to challenging 
emerging technology problems in incredibly demanding, yet varied, environments.

Contact Us

1 (833) 551-1068

sales@velasea.com

Velasea.com

2 Astor Irvine, CA 92618
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Casinos/Gaming Utilities Retail Infrastructure

EducationHealthcareTravel

Combined sensory data and automated intelligence – Velasea’s 
expertise in scaling enterprise architecture (networking, edge computing, 
etc), coupled with leveraging digital input from cameras and sensors, 
creates actionable intelligence and critical environmental awareness. 
 
Future-thinking solutions – Velasea’s vision and capabilities help predict 
what security threats your organization will face, and how your systems can 
be optimized for maximum security and efficacy. 
 
Maximized system efficiency – Build a customized architecture specific to 
your organization’s needs and derive maximum value from your data and 
AI/Deep Learning systems.

Correctional

Hospitality

Government

COMPUTER VISION

OUR GROWING NETWORK


